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Serpent in Eden: H. L. Mencken and the South Fred C. Jr. Hobson The appearance in 1920 of H. L. Mencken's scathing essay about the intellectual and cultural vacuum of the South, Mencken scholar Fred Hobson examines Mencken's criticism and its impact. Hobson, who has been called "the most astute and incisive commentator on Mencken's work," provides a comprehensive analysis of Mencken's views on the South. Hobson's book is a valuable contribution to the literature on Mencken and the Southern literary scene.


The Southern Agrarians and the New Deal: Essays After Ill Take My Leave: H. L. Mencken and the South by Fred C. Hobson. This book is of interest in that it shows how much effect an essay could have in a whole American region, namely the Deep South. Mencken's scathing essay about the intellectual and cultural impoverishment of the South, The Sahara of the Southern Agrarians and the New Deal: Essays After Ill Take My Leave: H. L. Mencken and the South by Fred C. Hobson. Hobson examines Mencken's views on the South and how they relate to the broader cultural landscape of the time. Hobson's book is a valuable contribution to the literature on Mencken and the Southern literary scene.
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